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Abstract: Through reviewing the previous conducted studies, we can find enough evidence in order to support the relationship 

between self-efficacy and security practice with information system security behavior. The main issue which is discussed in this 

research is the key role of information system security awareness. According to the data analysis results on 230 collected data from 10 

universities in Iran, located in Tehran, it was revealed that the relationship between mentioned factors with information system security 

can be mediated by information system security awareness 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In fact, security awareness is the attitude and knowledge of 

organizational members toward the protection of 

informational as well as physical organizational assets. Many 

firms need to have some formal security awareness education 

programs for all of their staffs while they are being employed 

in organization and thereafter periodically, mainly annually.  
Still, information system security is a challenging issue for 

executives and professionals. A lot of investigations on this 

topic are technical in nature and so would not focus on 

individual and organizational issues. Currently, unfortunately, 

a lot of companies do not have sufficient emphasize on 

individual values, thus, they just focus on technical aspects. 

Due to human errors and technical errors, firms should be 

aware about importance of training responsible workers for 

reinforcing the IS security. In this paper, ICT departments of 

many Iranian universities have been selected as scope of 

study. It demonstrates that this research puts effort to 

recognize the main influential factors which impact IS 

security behavior within the Iranian universities.  

However, this research believes that some factors such as self-

efficacy and security practices (technology and care 

behavior), at first will increase IS security and then impact the 

IS security behavior. The influence of self-efficacy and also 

security practices on awareness and behavior in ICT 

universities of Iran is an important subject which should be 

studied exactly. Therefore, this study aims to find how IS 

security awareness affects the relationship between self-

efficacy, security practices and IS security behavior. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The information security management in an organization 

includes a set of actions which have both technical and 

organizational implications. For example, establishing an IS 

security management system according to ISO/IEC 270001 

(ISO, 2005), standard, involves those actions that impact 

organizational structure, introducing processes and policies, 

practices and change responsibilities as well as introducing 

defined technical and functional specification. One of the 

critical practices of any type of IS security management 

system is awareness of information security. Joining different 

methods together, security awareness could be explained as a 

continuous attempt of raising the attention of audiences into 

importance of information security for stimulating the 

security-oriented behaviors (Peltier, 2005; European Network 

and Information Security Agency (ENISA, 2008).   

Previous conducted studies by (CSI, 2009; Ernst and Young, 

2008; BEER, 2008), demonstrate the importance of awareness 

actions revealing that a main part of security losses are the 

results of non-malicious, totally careless behaviors of the 

insiders as well as the fact that security has a key role in 

developing a strategic perspective of information security. 

The survey conducted by Ernst and Young (2010), asserts that 

a lot of existed security awareness and training programs are 

not functioning well as they can be. 

According to the Computer and Crime Security Survey (CSI, 

2009), the longest continuous survey running in field of IS, 

almost 43.4% of participants noted that less than 1% of their 

total security budget was devoted to awareness training 

programs.  It seems logical to assume that effective trainings 

on awareness usually are less costly than security technology 

armory which is used by most of the companies to apply 

defense appropriately. Also, 55% of participants mentioned 

that the made investment on such training programs was not 

efficient. Similar phenomenon occurred in 2008 CSI 

Computer Crime and Security Survey (CSI, 2008). There it 

was found that little amount of money has been pushed 

toward efforts of information security awareness. It is not east 

to explain why these amounts are lower than some discussions 

about necessity of security awareness training programs may 

offer (CSI, 2008, P.9). 

 

2.1. Approaches to IS system Awareness 
Most of the frameworks of IS awareness offer or implement 

some awareness approaches and methods, for example 

techniques for conveying security messages, computer games, 

artificial intelligence devices, etc., with no justification of 
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their specific choices and also defining their theoretical 

foundations (Tsohou et al., 2008; Puhakainen, 2006). In 

addition, those research methods which are in nature 

theoretical and test the problems and challenges of security 

awareness, exclusively draw from behavioral and physical 

theories.  However, these behavioral and psychological 

theories are not capable of mentioning organizational and 

social dimensions of security awareness appropriately, 

therefore, cannot offer a perspective on the direction of this 

process in an organizational environment and demonstrate 

those events which result in specific consequences.  

In addition, Thomas and von Solms (1998) referred to social 

psychological theories and used psychological rules for 

developing an effective security awareness program. They 

defined an attitude system that based on it the attitude of a 

user can be impacted by behavior cognitions, behavior 

intentions as well as affective responses. In this regard, 

scholars concentrated on three approaches which can impact 

attitude of a person via persuasion: the first approach is 

changing their behavior directly; second is employing a 

change in behavior for impacting the attitude of a person and 

lastly changing the attitude of a person by means of 

persuasion and also offer a series of psychological techniques 

and rules in order to change the overall attitude of a person. 

Siponen (2000) suggested a conceptual foundation regarding 

security awareness based on theories of planned behavior, 

reasoned action, technology acceptance model and intrinsic 

motivation.  

According to mentioned points above, Siponen (2000), 

presents practical principles and approach with respect to 

motivation: emotions, logic, ethics and morals, rationality, 

feeling of security and well being.  

 

Also, Qing et al., (2007) used model of elaboration likelihood 

as their framework for recognizing the degree of effectiveness 

of persuasive communications. They reviewed effectiveness 

of security messages and also impacts of various messages 

related to modifying behavior of recipients. Besides, 

Puhakainen 92006) investigated on behavioral changes and 

compliance of IS users with information system security, 

instructions and policies through employing instructional and 

attitudinal theories. D’ Archy et al., (2009) tested the counter 

measures of security awareness from a general perspective of 

deterrence theory and studied how security policy awareness, 

security awareness, education and theory programs as well as 

computer monitoring are related to misuse intention of IS.  

Even though research methods to security awareness are 

limited in social and managerial perspectives, Spears and 

Barki (2010), recently, in their study examined participation 

of users in information system security risk management and 

also its impact in field of regulatory compliance. Based on 

their research, participation of users in security risk 

management helps to better organizational awareness of IS 

security. 

Many scholars (Karamizadeh et al., 2013; Rhee et al., 2009; 

Richardson, 2007; Proctor et al., 2006; Lee and Kozar, 2005) 

have demonstrated various variables that have a high potential 

to impact information security behavior. These variables 

include, self-efficacy, security practices (care behavior, 

technology) and also IT practice intention. It would be 

efficient if this study only measures self-efficacy, security 

practices and care behavior. Because according to technology 

acceptance model, intention has the capability to generate 

behavior. However, this study focuses on intervening role of 

IS system awareness. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed 

framework of this research.  

 

 
Figure 1: Proposed framework of this study 

 
3.  Methodology and Results 

At the first this study developed 10 hypotheses as follow: 

H1: IS security awareness is affected by self-efficacy 

significantly 

H2: IS security awareness is affected by security practice-care 

behavior significantly 

H3: IS security awareness is affected by security practice-

technology significantly 

H4: IS security behavior is affected by self-efficacy 

significantly 

H5: IS security behavior is affected by security practice-care 

behavior significantly 

H6: IS security behavior is affected by security practice-

technology significantly 

H7: IS security behavior is affected by security awareness 

significantly 

H8: IS security awareness mediates the relationship between 

self-efficacy and IS security behavior 

H9: IS security awareness mediates the relationship between 

security practice-care behaviorand IS security behavior 

H10: IS security awareness mediates the relationship between 

security practice-care behaviorand IS security behavior 

In order to evaluate all of the underlying elements of this 

research, the designed questionnaire by Karamizadeh et al., 

(2013) was utilized. Based on their study, self-efficacy 

includes two main aspects known as computing behavior and 

IT knowledge. Having intention to practice security of IT can 

be evaluated by security measures and IT literacy. The 

concept of security practice-care behavior means sharing files 

online and also data protection. In addition, security practice-

technology means spam and antivirus filtering. Moreover, in 

order to measure IS security awareness; we used the 

conducted studies by Tshou et al., (2012). 

The population of this research is all of the employees 

(technicians, engineers and managers) who are working in 

ICT departments in 10 large Iranian universities. Sample size 

was equal to 230. Also, the reliability test results 

demonstrated that all of the factors have excellent or good 

internal consistency. To examine the formulated hypotheses, 

first we applied the Pearson Correlation test.  

The outcome of the Pearson correlation test showed that all 

independent variables have significant relationship with IS 

security awareness and IS behavior. The highest correlation 

with IS security awareness refers to security practice-care 

behavior while the lowest refers efficacy. The results were 

inverse for IS security behavior. Besides, the relationship 

between IS security awareness and IS security behavior was 

significant (.723). 

The result of regression analysis shows that 72.3 percent of 

variation of information security behavior can be accounted 
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by the four existing independent variables because R square is 

equal to .723. 

Table 1 demonstrates the results of first multiple regression 

analysis of this study: 

 

     Table1: Coefficientsa 

a. Dependent Variable: ISAwarness 

 

The estimated R-square for the first regression analysis was 

equal to .659. In other words, 65.9% of variation of IS 

security awareness can be accounted by self-efficacy, security 

practice-care behavior, and security practice-technology. As 

shown in table 1, all variables (self-efficacy, security practice-

care behavior, and security practice-technology) have 

significant impacts on IS security awareness. Henc, H1, H2, 

and H3 are supported by this study. The results of this 

regression can be written as following equation:  

 

IS security awareness= 1.48+ .153 (Self-Eff)+ .226 (SEC-

CARE)+ .156 (SEC-TECH) 

 

Table2: Coefficientsa 

 
a. Dependent Variable: ISBEHA 

 

The estimated R-square for the second regression analysis was 

equal to .754. In other words, 75.4% of variation of IS 

security behavior can be accounted by self-efficacy, security 

practice-care behavior, and security practice-technology. As 

shown in table 2, all variables (self-efficacy, security practice-

care behavior, and security practice-technology) have 

significant impacts on IS security behavior. Henc, H4, H5, 

and H6 are supported by this study. The results of this 

regression can be written as following equation:  

 

IS security behavior= 1.13+ .142 (Self-Eff)+.339 (SEC-

CARE)+.178 (SEC-TECH) 

 

Table3: Coefficient 

a. Dependent Variable: ISBEHA 

 

The estimated R-square for the third regression analysis was 

equal to .821. In other words, 82.1% of variation of IS 

security behavior can be accounted by IS security awareness. 

As shown in table 3, IS security awarenesson IS security 

behavior. Hence, H7 is supported by this study. The results of 

this regression can be written as following equation:  

 

IS security behavior= .434+ .857(IS security behavior) 

Table 4: Coefficientsa 

 
a. Dependent Variable: ISBEHA 

 

According to the table 4, in the first regression analysis self –

efficacy has a significant impact on IS security behavior (p-

value is equal to zero which is less than .05). In the second 

regression self- efficacy does not have significant impact on 

IS security behavior while the impact of IS security awareness 

is significant. So, IS security awareness fully mediates the 

relationship between self-efficacy and IS security behavior. 

Therefore, H8 is accepted by this study. 

 

Table 5: Coefficientsa 

 
a. Dependent Variable: ISBEHA 

 

According to the table 5, in the both regression analyses 

security practice-care behavior have significant impacts on IS 

security behavior (p-value is equal to zero which is less than 

.05). So, IS security awareness partially mediates the 

relationship between security practice-care behavior and IS 

security behavior. Therefore, H9 is accepted by this study. 
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Table 6: Coefficientsa 

 
a. Dependent Variable: ISBEHA 

 

 

According to the table 6, in the both regression analyses 

security practice-technology have significant impacts on IS 

security behavior (p-value is equal to zero which is less than 

.05). So, IS security awareness partially mediates the 

relationship between security practice-technology and IS 

security behavior. Therefore, H10 is accepted by this study. 

 

3. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

 
The achieved outcomes revealed that all of the mentioned 

elements have a remarkable impact on IS behavior and also 

information system security awareness. Moreover, IS security 

awareness can mediate the relationship between dependent 

and independent factors. Therefore, ICT departments in 

universities of Iran could improve such factors for reinforcing 

the awareness and IS security behavior. The future 

investigations can examine the developed framework of this 

research in other scopes too. Besides, the R-Square amount in 

current research is not high, therefore, it can be possible that 

other elements also can be added to this developed 

framework. 
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